Introduction
Reciprocal expressions like each other and one another introduce some well-known challenges for logical semantic theories. One central problem concerns the variety of interpretations that reciprocals exhibit. Consider for instance the contrast between the following sentences.
(1) Mary, Sue and Jane know each other.
(2) Mary, Sue and Jane are standing on each other.
Expressions like know and stand on are standardly interpreted as binary relations between entities. Sentence (1) can be paraphrased by requiring that every element of the set {Mary, Sue,Jane} is in the know relation with every other element of this set. By contrast, in sentence (2) an analogous interpretation is highly unlikely. We describe the contrast in Figure 1 , modeling binary relations using directed graphs (Tutte 2001) . In sentence (1) the know relation constitutes a complete directed graph (possibly with loops) over the three entities for Mary, Sue and Jane. Sentence (2) is true when the graph described by the stand on relation is not complete but constitutes a directed path. Similar variations in the interpretation of reciprocal sentences have repeatedly been demonstrated in semantic studies of reciprocals. Many theories analyze the semantic variability of reciprocals by assuming that they are ambiguous between different quantifiers and postulating additional semantic/pragmatic principles that regulate the ambiguity. 2 In this paper we take a different route. Developing proposals in Winter (1996 Winter ( , 2001b , Gardent & Konrad (2000) and Sabato & Winter (2005) , we treat reciprocals unambiguously using a quantifier that takes semantic properties of binary relations as a parameter. For example, the difference between sentences (1) and (2) is analyzed as stemming directly from the different semantic properties of the expressions know and stand on. The different parameter values that the reciprocal quantifier receives 1 See Fiengo & Lasnik (1973) , Dougherty (1974) , Langendoen (1978) , Higginbotham (1980) , Kański (1987) , Dalrymple et al. (1994 Dalrymple et al. ( , 1998 , Sternefeld (1997) , Beck (2001) , Filip & Carlson (2001) and Kerem et al. (2009) , among others.
2 See especially Langendoen (1978) , Sternefeld (1997) , Beck (2001) , Dalrymple et al. (1994 Dalrymple et al. ( , 1998 in the two cases leads to the different interpretations of the sentences. We assume that the semantics of relational expressions is associated with the mental concepts that they refer to (Margolis & Laurence 1999) , then study some central logical properties of relational concepts and their effects on the interpretation of reciprocal sentences. For example, we analyze the difference between the interpretation of sentences (1) and (2) as closely related to the fact that the relational expression stand on must be interpreted as an acyclic relation, whereas the denotation of the verb know is not so restricted. We argue that a comprehensive theory of reciprocals must rely on a general taxonomy of the logical restrictions on relational concepts. Developing such a taxonomy, we propose a new principle for the interpretation of reciprocals. This principle, the Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis (MIH), interprets reciprocals as partial polyadic quantifiers. The relational domain of such quantifiers is specified using the studied logical restrictions on the interpretation of relational expressions. The MIH-based quantificational analysis of reciprocals requires a relational expression to denote a maximal relation given the logical restrictions on its denotation. In addition to avoiding the postulation of ambiguity in the theory of reciprocals, our partial quantifier analysis avoids much of the indeterminacy that has surrounded the choice of total quantifiers as meanings of reciprocal expressions. Relying extensively on the work of Dalrymple et al. (1998) , we show that the MIH exhibits some observational improvements over Dalrymple et al's Strongest Meaning Hypothesis (SMH) . While the SMH is based on selecting reciprocal meanings by informal pragmatic considerations, the MIH rigorously defines the interpretation of reciprocals using well-studied properties of binary relations.
By concentrating on such logical properties of relational expressions, the MIH opens the way for a more systematic study of the conceptual and contextual parameters that regulate the semantics and pragmatics of reciprocity. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces and illustrates our distinction between reciprocal meanings and reciprocal interpretations, and analyzes it as corresponding to the distinction between total/partial ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers, respectively. Section 3 introduces formal details in the definition of Dalrymple et al.' s SMH and the proposed MIH, and lays out one central empirical caveat in the application of these principles to "partitioned" readings of plurals. Section 4 analyzes and exemplifies the application of the MIH to various classes of logical restrictions on relational concepts, and empirically compares it to the SMH. Section 5 briefly overviews some developments in the analysis of reciprocals in relation to typicality phenomena with relational concepts, quantificational noun phrases and collective predicates. Section 6 concludes, and Appendix A summarizes some further internet data concerning asymmetric relational concepts and their occurrences with reciprocals.
Reciprocal meanings and reciprocal interpretations
Simple reciprocal sentences like (1) and (2) above are standardly analyzed using generalized quantifiers of type ⟨1, 2⟩. One way of describing such quantifiers is as relations between sets and binary relations. For instance, Peters & Westerståhl (2006, p.367) analyze the reciprocal expression each other in sentence (1) as a relation between the set denotation of the subject Mary, Sue and Jane and the binary relation denoted by the verb know. Equivalently, we here view reciprocals as denoting characteristic functions of relations between sets and binary relations. Accordingly, we model ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers as functions from pairs of sets and binary relations to truth-values.
In the case of sentence (1), the relevant ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifier is commonly assumed to be the function SR of strong reciprocity that is defined in (3) below. 3 In this definition and henceforth, we standardly assume a non-empty domain E of entities and a domain 2 = {0, 1} of truth-values. The latter is ordered by the partial order ≤, which corresponds to material implication between truth-values.
(3) The ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifier SR is the function in (℘(E) × ℘(E 2 )) → 2, s.t. for every set A ⊆ E and binary relation R ⊆ E 2 :
SR(A, R) = 1 ⇔ ∀x, y ∈A [x = y → R(x, y)].
In words: R describes a complete graph over A, possibly with loops.
In such cases, where each pair of different elements of the set A is in the relation R, we say that R satisfies strong reciprocity over A.
Note that the SR function is defined as a total function on the domain ℘(E) × ℘(E 2 ). In sentences like (1), or the similar sentence (4) below, it is straightforward to use the SR function as the denotation of the reciprocal expression.
(4) The girls know each other.
For logical purposes, we can safely assume that the subject of sentence (4) may denote any set of entities with at least two members. Similarly, we assume that the verb know may denote any binary relation. The latter assumption reflects the intuition that there are no logically significant restrictions on the denotation of the verb know. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that any entity may in principle stand in the know relation to any entity, or to no entities at all. 4 This assumption about the free interpretation of verbs like know in reciprocal sentences like (4) means that the reciprocal expression each other in such sentences must denote a total ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifier on sets and binary relations. However, the situation is quite different in sentence (2), repeated below. Unlike the verb know, the expression stand on has obvious restrictions on its denotation. Most notably, our common sense knowledge tells us that the stand on expression should denote an acyclic relation. 5 Therefore, in cases like (5), unlike (1) or (4), the reciprocal expression does not have to be analyzed using a total function on all sets and binary relations. Furthermore, since the stand on relation in sentence (5) is acyclic, any analysis of sentence 3 Some works assume that reciprocal meanings should also include a requirement that the set of entities argument contains at least two elements. In this paper we ignore this requirement. The complex relationships between plurality, reciprocity and cardinality of set arguments merit special attention. See Heim et al. (1991 ), Schwarzschild (1996 , Winter (2002) and Zweig (2009) for relevant details.
4 More accurately, we should note that the verb know requires an animate entity as its subject argument. However, for the logical analysis what is important is that the verb know may denote any of the subsets of some given cartesian product A × B ⊆ E 2 . For our purposes here we avoid this complication, and ignore the need to specify A and B using the selectional restrictions of binary predicates.
5 Some Escher paintings may come to mind as contradicting such world knowledge. More generally, many of the restrictions on the interpretation of relational expressions, even relatively strong restrictions like the acyclicity of stand on, may be relaxed in some highly atypical contexts. For the sake of this study we ignore such exceptional scenarios. See Kerem et al. (2009) for recent experimental work on typicality and reciprocals, and remarks in section 5.1.
(5) using strong reciprocity would lead to a patently false interpretation, contrary to facts. Whatever the interpretation of the reciprocal expression in (5) may be, it must be logically weaker than strong reciprocity.
One of the main claims of this paper is that the "weak" interpretations of some reciprocals are inseparable from their partiality. In order to develop this idea, Definition 1 introduces partial ⟨1, 2⟩ generalized quantifiers as the semantic domain of reciprocal expressions. Accordingly, we refer to such partial quantifiers as reciprocal functions. We refer to a total reciprocal function over Θ = ℘(E 2 ) as RECIPROCAL MEANING. What are the reciprocal functions that may be realized as interpretations of natural language reciprocals expressions? Two familiar constraints on the denotation of reciprocals are conservativity and neutrality to identities (Dalrymple et al. 1998 , Peters & Westerståhl 2006 . To exemplify these facts, let us consider the following sentence.
(6) Mary, Sue and Jane are pinching each other.
The conservativity of the reciprocal in sentence (6) is illustrated by the fact that the truth of (6) does not depend on pairs in the pinch relation which are outside the set of Mary, Sue and Jane.
6 Neutrality to identities is illustrated in (6) by the fact that the truth of the sentence does not depend on whether or not any of the three girls is pinching herself. In addition to these two properties, all reciprocal interpretations known to us are monotonic on their relation argument. For example, suppose that sentence (6) is true in a situation where the pinch relation describes a directed cyclic graph on the three girls. Adding another pair to this cycle by letting one of the girls pinch the two other girls simultaneously cannot make sentence (6) false. We call this property R-monotonicity.
7 When a reciprocal function satisfies the three properties of conservativity, neutrality to identities and R-monotonicity, we call it an admissible reciprocal interpretation.
The three logical properties of reciprocal interpretations are formally summarized in Definition 2, using the notation I for the identity relation {⟨x, x⟩ ∶ x ∈ E} over E.
Definition 2. Let Θ ⊆ ℘(E
2 ) be a set of binary relations over E, and let f be a reciprocal function from ℘(E) × Θ to 2.
f is CONSERVATIVE if for every set A ⊆ E, for all relations R 1 , R 2 ∈ Θ:
f is NEUTRAL TO IDENTITIES if for every set A ⊆ E, for all relations R 1 , R 2 ∈ Θ:
6 This conservativity of reciprocals as ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers is similar to the more familiar conservativity of ⟨1, 1⟩ quantifiers in natural language (Peters & Westerståhl 2006, p.138) . See also section 5.2.
7 A potential counter-example to R-monotonicity is mentioned by Kański (1987) : (i) The students followed each other (into the room). Indeed, it is impossible to add a pair of students to any linear graph of the follow relation. However, as Dalrymple et al. (1998) mention, this fact is a result of the semantic restrictions on the predicate follow, and does not bear on the monotonicity of the reciprocal.
f is R-MONOTONIC if for every set A ⊆ E, for all relations R 1 , R 2 ∈ Θ:
If the reciprocal function f is conservative, neutral to identities and R-monotonic, we call it an ADMISSIBLE RECIPROCAL INTERPRETATION .
Most logical semantic work on reciprocity has concentrated on total ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers, i.e. on reciprocal meanings. In this paper we use the more general notion of partial ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers, which we have called 'reciprocal functions'. Definition 2 classifies some of these functions as admissible reciprocal interpretations. The reciprocal meanings among these admissible interpretations are referred to as ADMISSIBLE RECIPROCAL MEANINGS.
Below we give some examples of reciprocal sentences and admissible reciprocal meanings that have been proposed in their semantic analysis. Most of these examples are from Dalrymple et al. (1998) , which is henceforth referred to as 'DKKMP'.
(7) "The captain", said the pirates, staring at each other in surprise (DKKMP).
One-way Weak Reciprocity:
In words: every node in the graph that R describes on A has at least one (non-loop) outgoing edge.
(8) Five Boston pitchers sat alongside each other (DKKMP).
Intermediate Reciprocity:
In words: R describes a strongly connected graph on A -a graph that has a directed path between any two different nodes.
(9) The third-grade students in Mrs. Smith's class gave each other measles (DKKMP).
Intermediate Alternative Reciprocity:
In words: R describes a weakly connected graph on A -a graph that has an undirected path between any two different nodes.
(10) He and scores of other inmates slept on foot-wide wooden planks stacked atop each other (Kański 1987, DKKMP) .
Inclusive Alternative Ordering:
In words: every node in the graph that R describes on A has at least one (non-loop) outgoing or incoming edge.
(11) John, Bill, Tom, Jane and Mary had relations with each other (Dougherty 1974 , Langendoen 1978 .
Symmetric Reciprocity:
In words: every node in the graph that R describes on A has at least one (non-loop) bi-directional edge.
The total ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers in (7)-(11) have all been proposed as the meanings of the reciprocal expressions in the respective sentences. As we shall see, it is not always easy to support such proposals. One of the complicating factors is that the semantic restrictions on the denotation of relational expressions often leave some possibilities open regarding the meaning of the reciprocal expression. For example, DKKMP doubt the usefulness of the SmR quantifier for analyzing sentence (11), pointing out that, given the symmetry of the binary relation had relations with, both the SmR and the IAO meanings lead to identical truth-conditions. In formula: for every set A ⊆ E and symmetric binary relation R ⊆ E 2 , SmR(A, R) = IAO(A, R). Using our terminology, we say that when the total quantifiers SmR and IAO are restricted to the domain of symmetric binary relations, they yield the same reciprocal interpretation. This example shows a general problem for assessing empirical claims about reciprocal meanings using truth-conditional evidence about natural language sentences. We will avoid this problem by concentrating on reciprocal interpretations rather than reciprocal meanings. Reciprocal meanings will only be used here in order to compare our results to previous ones. This leaves us with our main question: what are the origins of variability in the interpretation of reciprocal sentences? DKKMP's, concerns the question of connectivity or partitioning in graphs that are induced by reciprocal interpretations. We argue that reciprocal expressions impose a connectivity requirement on their arguments. Potential counter-examples involving partitioned interpretations of reciprocal sentences are argued to be derived by general quantificational mechanisms with plurals, which are independent of the interpretation of reciprocal expressions. This section introduces the SMH, the MIH and our assumptions about partitioning with plurals.
Accounting for reciprocal interpretations

Dalrymple et al's Strongest Meaning Hypothesis
DKKMP's theory is based on six reciprocal meanings: SR, OWR, IR, IAR and IAO, which were defined above, and an additional meaning, Strong Alternative Reciprocity, which is defined below.
(12) Strong Alternative Reciprocity:
In words: the graph that R describes on A has a complete underlying (undirected) graph, possibly with loops.
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Having assumed this six-way ambiguity, 9 DKKMP further propose a disambiguation strategy that governs it. The denotation of a reciprocal expression in a given sentence is selected using an informal principle that DKKMP call the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis (SMH). We paraphrase the SMH below. We standardly say that a reciprocal meaning Π 1 is stronger than a meaning Π 2 if for every As an example for DKKMP's use of the SMH, let us consider sentence (9), restated below.
Strongest Meaning Hypothesis
(13) The third-grade students in Mrs. Smith's class gave each other measles (=(9)).
As DKKMP point out, according to common world knowledge, people can only be given measles once. In other words, if the expression give measles in (13) denotes a relation R, then its inverse relation R −1 is a function. The function that R −1 describes may be partial, since some people may not get measles at all. In addition, giving measles is only possible 8 For further discussion of the SAR meaning see Sabato & Winter (2005) , where we argued that this meaning is unlikely to be attested as a reading of natural language reciprocals. See also footnote 17.
9 DKKMP argue for these six meanings as the a priori available denotations of reciprocals by showing that they are all derived using three basic meanings. Each of these basic meanings is applied either of the denotation R of the relational expression in the sentence, or to its symmetric closure R ∨ . For more details on this analysis see Dalrymple et al. (1998, pp.187-8). after getting it. This means that the graph described by the relation R does not contain circles, and we say that the relation R has to be acyclic.
Formally, we define the following sets of binary relations over a domain E:
In words: FUN −1 is the set of relations over E whose inverse is a function, possibly a partial one.
In words: ACYC is the set of acyclic relations over E.
We rephrase DKKMP's assumption about sentence (13) Summarizing, we express DKKMP's assumption on the relational expression give measles by denoting:
Let A ⊆ E be the set of entities denoted by the subject of sentence (13), where A ≥ 2. And let R ∈ ACYC ∩ FUN −1 be a denotation of the relational expression give measles. Given our assumptions, it is easy to verify that IAR is the strongest reciprocal meaning Π ∈ {SR, OWR, IR, IAR, IAO, SAR} that satisfies Π(A, R) = 1. To see that, note that since R is acyclic, SR(A, R) = 0 and IR(A, R) = 0. Since R is also in FUN −1 , we have OWR(A, R) = 0, and further SAR(A, R) = 0 for any A s.t. A ≥ 3. Assuming that the expression give measles can denote any relation in ACYC ∩ FUN −1 , we are left with two reciprocal meanings in DKKMP's account that are consistent with Π(A, R) = 1: IAR and IAO.
11 The IAR meaning is stronger than IAO. Hence, the SMH selects IAR as the denotation of the reciprocal expression in sentence (13). This meaning, together with the acyclicity and FUN −1 properties of the predicate, entail that the relation give measles in (13) describes a directed 10 Although DKKMP do not explicitly state this assumption, it seems to directly follow from their informal notion of "relevant context": if the denotation of give measles were contextually restricted to be a proper subset of ACYC ∩ FUN −1 , this would have to be taken into account when using the SMH. As we shall see below, the SMH might have derived absurd results if only some of the relations in ACYC ∩ FUN −1 were used as possible denotations of the relational expression.
11 As mentioned in footnote 10, the assumption ACYC ∩ FUN −1 ⊆ Θ give measles is crucial for DKKMP's analysis. Without this (plausible) assumption, it would not be guaranteed that even IAR and IAO are consistent with Π(A, R) = 1. As an extreme example, note that all analyses of (13) using the SMH must make sure that the domain for the expression give measles is not empty, i.e. that somebody could have given somebody measles.
tree on the third-graders. 12 Ignoring at this stage some empirical complications, 13 we note that this result basically agrees with speaker intuitions about the truth conditions of sentence (13).
The Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis
In our presentation of the SMH above, we have considered the relational domain of interpretation as the only parameter that affects the selection of a reciprocal meaning. However, by appealing to contextual information, the SMH strives to be more general than that, and take into account further pragmatic parameters beyond the semantics of the relation to which the reciprocal applies. DKKMP do not elaborate on this point beyond saying that the contextual information appealed to by the SMH should be "relevant to the reciprocal interpretation" (Dalrymple et al. 1998, p.193) . Although possibly useful, DKKMP's general statement does not explain further the notion of "relevance" that it appeals to. Consequently, it becomes hard to test the expectations of the SMH against the interpretation of simple reciprocal sentences. Consider for instance the reciprocal sentence (16b) below, uttered in the context of (16a). The context (16a) contradicts SR, OWR and IR as possible meanings of the reciprocal in sentence (16b). Therefore, using the SMH we may expect sentence (16b) to be true in context (16a), with SAR as the meaning of the reciprocal expression in (16b). This is because SAR is the strongest among the three remaining reciprocal meanings in DKKMP's account. However, the context (16a) flatly contradicts sentence (16b). Thus, DKKMP's analysis requires the contextual information that sentence (16a) conveys to be defined as irrelevant for the interpretation of the reciprocal in (16b). We are unaware of any well-defined notion of relevance that does that. This and similar problems lead us to abandon the notion of "relevant context" as the key factor in determining reciprocal interpretations, while retaining the "logical maximality" idea that underlies the SMH. Of course, we do not deny that general contextual factors affect the interpretation of reciprocals.
14 However, we believe that for the purpose of studying the basic principles and mechanisms underlying the interpretative variability of reciprocals, it is useful to concentrate on what seems like the key contextual factor governing it -the interpretation of the relational concept with which the reciprocal combines. As we shall 12 A relation R describes a directed tree, or an arborescence (Tutte 2001, p.126) , if the undirected version of R (its symmetric closure) is a tree (a connected acyclic undirected graph) and in addition, there is a node r (root) such that for each other node x, there is a directed path in R from r to x. To see that an acyclic and weakly connected graph that has the FUN −1 property is an arborescence, consider the following procedure. Select any node, and follow the edge that point to it if there is such an edge (there is at most one such edge because of FUN −1 ). Repeat this process until reaching a node r that has no edges pointing to it (such a node exists because of acyclicity). The node r has a directed path to any other node because: (i) r has an undirected path with any other node (weak connectivity), and (ii) no node x in such an undirected path has more than two incoming edges (FUN −1 ). 13 As DKKMP mention, sentence (13) can also be true if the relation give measles describes a collection of directed trees on the third-graders. In this case there is more than one third grader who got measles from outside the group of third grades. See section 3.3 below.
14 See some remarks in footnote 36 see, the interpretation of relational expressions, while itself being quite sensitive to general contextual factors, is often logically stable, and this stability helps to test hypotheses about the semantics/pragmatics of reciprocals. Our proposal is based on two general assumptions, which develop previous work in Winter (1996, 2001b) , Gardent & Konrad (2000) and Sabato & Winter (2005) . First, as said above, instead of considering the whole context of utterance, we focus on the meaning of the relational expression as the main parameter that determines the semantics of reciprocity. Second, unlike DKKMP's ambiguity based approach, we do not adopt any assumption on the a priori possible meanings of reciprocal expressions.
15 Rather, our account directly derives a reciprocal interpretation using the domain in which the relational expression is interpreted. These two assumptions lead us to an alternative to the SMH, which we call the Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis. This principle is informally stated below. The MIH employs logical semantic domains for interpreting relational expressions. Thus, we assume that meanings of relational expressions, or relational concepts (Margolis & Laurence 1999), impose logical restrictions on their possible denotations. These logical restrictions are often classified as meaning postulates (Carnap 1952 , Montague 1973 , Zimmermann 1999 . The meaning postulates on the denotation of the expression give measles were expressed above by requiring that the domain for interpreting it is the set ACYC∩FUN −1 . With this assumption, the MIH boils down to requiring that the expression give measles in sentence (13) denotes a maximal relation in ACYC ∩ FUN −1 . As we shall see below, this MIH-based interpretation of (13) agrees with the IAR meaning that is derived for (13) in the SMH-based analysis.
Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis
When formally stating the MIH, we adopt the following notation for restricting binary relations R ⊆ E 2 and relational domains Θ ⊆ ℘(E 2 ) using a set A ⊆ E:
For disregarding identities in relations and relational domains, we use the notation:
Combining the two notations we get:
Using this notation, we define MIH-based reciprocal functions as follows.
Θ is defined for all sets A ⊆ E and relations R ∈ Θ by:
In words: a relation R ∈ Θ satisfies MIH-based reciprocity over a set A ⊆ E with respect to
Note that by definition, the reciprocal function RECIP MIH Θ is conservative, neutral to identities and R-monotonic for every set Θ of binary relations. Thus, in our terminology, every reciprocal function RECIP MIH Θ is an admissible reciprocal interpretation, independently of Θ. Let us reconsider example (13) 16 Thus, we note the following fact.
Fact 1. Let Θ be the set of binary relations
We see here that for the domain Θ = ACYC ∩ FUN −1 of binary relations, the reciprocal interpretation RECIP MIH Θ and the SMH-based reciprocal meaning IAR agree with one another. Thus, as in the SMH-based analysis above, the MIH analyzes the relation give measles in sentence (13) as describing a directed tree on the third-graders. However, our reliance on the notion of 'reciprocal interpretation' gives no special status to the IAR meaning in the analysis of sentence (13). The interpretation that the MIH derives is consistent with the IAR meaning, but also with stronger meanings. Consider for instance the following reciprocal meaning ROOT, which is stronger than IAR and requires that, on top of weak connectivity, the graph described by the relation contains at least one node that has a directed path to any other node.
In words: R describes a graph on A with at least one root r -a node that has a directed path to every other node.
We have seen that the MIH-based interpretation of the reciprocal in (9) agrees with both IAR and ROOT. The following standard definition of consistency between a partial function and a total function, formalizes this notion of 'agreement' between reciprocal functions and reciprocal meanings.
Definition 4. Let Θ ⊆ ℘(E
2 ) be a set of binary relations over E = ∅, and let
16 Proof 'only if': assume that R ↓ A is maximal on Θ ↓ A , and assume for contradiction that R ↓ A is not weakly connected. Then there are two non-empty weakly connected components C1 ⊆ A and C2 ⊆ A − C1. The acyclicity and FUN −1 properties of R entail that C1 and C2 are both directed trees (cf. footnote 12). Thus, we can add an edge to R, connecting the trees C1 and C2 and leaving the acyclicity and FUN −1 properties of R intact. This contradicts to R ↓ A 's maximality on Θ ↓ A . Proof 'if': if R ↓ A is weakly connected, then R ∈ ACYC ∩ FUN −1 entails that R ↓ A is a directed tree (cf. footnote 12). By definition of directed trees, adding any edge to R ↓ A would create either a a non-acyclic or a non-
This notion of consistency will be useful for our analysis of concrete examples in section 4.
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MIH-based connectivity and partitioning
When analyzing reciprocal sentences we should be careful to distinguish general plurality phenomena from the quantificational semantics of reciprocals. One especially relevant property of plurals concerns their partitioning effects (Schwarzschild 1996 , Winter 2000 , Beck & Sauerland 2001 . These are cases where a plural argument is interpreted by dividing its denotation into two or more sets. Consider the simple example (18a).
(18) a. The Indians and the Chinese are numerous. b. numerous(I) ∧ numerous(C)
The likely interpretation of sentence (18a) that is formalized in (18b) claims that there are many Indian people as well as many Chinese people. Thus, while the surface argument of the predicate be numerous in sentence (18a) is one plural subject, the sentence can be interpreted as involving predication over two sets. A similar effect also appears with plural sentences containing reciprocal expressions. Consider the following simple example of such "partitioned reciprocity".
(19) a. Mary and John and Sue and Bill are married to each other. b. married({mary, john}) ∧ married({sue, bill})
The likely interpretation of sentence (19a) involves two sets (of married couples), as formalized in (19b). The reason we have dubbed examples (18a) and (19a) "simple" is because semantic theory has a ready explanation for their partitioning effects. As stressed in Winter (2001a) , the boolean analysis of the conjunction and in complex noun phrases directly derives the partitioning effects in (18) and (19). Of course, boolean conjunction of noun phrases does not require any partitioning mechanism in the semantics of collective predicates, reciprocal expressions or plural predicates in general. Therefore, one likely source of the partitioning in sentences (18a) and (19a) is external to the predicate.
In other examples, however, it is less clear that partitioning can be a predicate-external process. Consider for instance the following familiar example Gillon (1987) . (20) Rodgers, Hammerstein and Hart wrote musicals together. 17 In Sabato & Winter (2005) we introduced a notion of congruence between reciprocal functions and reciprocal meanings. A reciprocal meaning Π is congruent with a reciprocal function f if Π is consistent with f , and furthermore Π is the strongest reciprocal meaning consistent with f . We consider congruence as a formal correlate to the intuition that a certain reciprocal meaning is "attested" in a given sentence: when a sentence interpretation is congruent with a meaning Π, we may reasonably claim that Π is attested. As shown in Sabato & Winter (2005) , the SAR meaning is only congruent with the reciprocal interpretation RECIP MIH ASYM , where ASYM is the set of asymmetric relations. As will be mentioned in section 4.3 below, we are not aware of any relational expression in natural language whose domain contains all and only the asymmetric relations. As a result we expect the SAR meaning not to be easily attested. Another meaning that was proposed in the literature for reciprocals is weak reciprocity (WR, see Langendoen (1978) ):
In words: each node in the graph described by R over A has a (non-loop) incoming edge as well as a (non-loop) outgoing edge. In Sabato & Winter (2005) we show that for every set E s.t. E ≥ 6, there is no relational domain Θ over E s.t. WR is congruent with the reciprocal interpretation RECIP MIH Θ . For empirical arguments against WR as an "unattested" reciprocal meaning, see DKKMP (p.176). This sentence may be true even though the three writers never collaborated as a trio. As things were, the sentence is true, but only due to the collaborative work of the two duos Rodgers & Hammerstein and Rodgers & Hart. This example shows that we need some semantic/pragmatic principles on top of NP structure to account for partitioning effects. An on-going debate in the semantic study of plurals concerns these principles, their account and their theoretical implications.
This debate on partitioning effects with plurals is highly relevant for our understanding of reciprocity. To see that, let us first reconsider DKKMP's measles example, which is repeated below.
(21) The third-grade students in Mrs. Smith's class gave each other measles (=(13)).
As mentioned by DKKMP, this sentence can be true if a few third graders got measles from people outside Mrs. Smith's class. In this case, there were different origins for the disease in the class, and the give measles relation describes a collection of directed trees on the third-graders. This interpretation illustrates a partitioning of the class into mutually disjoint sets, which is consistent with the IAO meaning, but not with the IAR meaning that the SMH derives for (21) (section 3.1). DKKMP suggest that the reciprocal in (21) indeed means IAR, and that the partitioning effect is a result of "vagueness in the meaning" of this sentence (Dalrymple et al. 1998, p.192) . Thus, DKKMP take partitioning to be a reciprocalindependent effect. This assumption is consistent with many accounts of partitioning effects (e.g. (20)) in the literature on plurality. 18 However, in their analysis of sentence (10), restated below, DKKMP adopt a different approach to the choice between IAR and IAO.
(22) He and scores of other inmates slept on foot-wide wooden planks stacked atop each other (=(10)). DKKMP claim that it is impossible for IAR to hold in (22), since "it would not be possible for scores of sleeping inmates to fit in a single stack of wooden planks" (Dalrymple et al. 1998, p.195) . Acordingly, DKKMP claim that the SMH selects IAO as the meaning of the reciprocal in (22).
We see that DKKMP explain the partitioning effect in (21) as a vagueness effect on top of the IAR meaning of the reciprocal. Also with some other examples with reciprocals, DKKMP propose that vagueness plays a role in allowing partitions (Dalrymple et al. 1998, pp.177-179) . However, when analyzing the partitioning effect in (22), DKKMP do not appeal to vagueness, but base their account on the IAO reciprocal meaning, which allows partitioning. We are not sure what the justification for this analytic discrepancy may be: reasonably, the same principles that allow partitioning through vagueness in the measles example (21) may allow it in the plank example (22) as well. We thus propose that partitioned interpretations uniformly follow from mechanisms that are external to the interpretation of the reciprocal expression. Accordingly, we adopt the following unifying principle (Sabato & Winter 2010 ).
Connectivity Principle: The graph that a reciprocal interpretation describes on a set must be weakly connected (i.e. consistent with IAR).
According to this principle, the IAR meaning, defined in (9), is the weakest possible meaning that is consistent with reciprocal functions in natural language. Implementing this connectivity requirement must be done on top of Definition 3 of MIH-based reciprocal functions. Thus, we adopt the following definition of MIH-based connected reciprocity. 18 See Schwarzschild (1996) , Winter (2000) , Beck & Sauerland (2001) .
is defined as follows for all sets A ⊆ E and relations R ∈ Θ:
In words: a relation R ∈ Θ satisfies MIH-based connected reciprocity over a set A ⊆ E with respect to Θ if R ↓ A is maximal on Θ ↓ A and R A is weakly connected.
Basing ourselves on the connectivity principle, we assume that partitioning follows from the general semantics of plurality, as implied by DKKMP's informal discussion of sentence (21) and other cases in Dalrymple et al. (1998, pp.177-179) . We retain a connected interpretation of the reciprocal expression in (21), but assume that the set argument of the reciprocal function may be different than the denotation of the subject due to a partitioning mechanism independent of reciprocal quantification. For instance, consider the following analysis of sentence (21).
In words: for each set A in a given partitioning of the students, the give measles relation describes a connected graph on A that satisfies the acyclicity and FUN −1 properties, and which is a maximal graph on A that satisfies those properties.
This analysis of sentence (21) is consistent with the IAO meaning. However, the proposition RECIP MIH-C Θ (A, R) within it is consistent with IAR for each set A in the collection PART(S). Similarly, but unlike DKKMP's account, our analysis of the reciprocal expression in (22) is consistent with IAR, but the sentence itself is analyzed as involving an external partitioning mechanism (see section 4.3).
As DKKMP remark, when the number of elements in the subject denotation is small, partitioning of the subject becomes pragmatically unlikely. 19 For instance, DKKMP mention that in the example those six children gave each other measles, the sentence prefers a connected interpretation. In agreement with this empirical caveat, we summarize our informal assumptions on partitioning below.
Partitioning: Partitioned predication over a plural argument must be pragmatically triggered. It is more likely to occur when the set that the argument denotes is relatively big.
This approach to partitioning is shared by many works, although the exact way of implementing it remains controversial. The choice between the available semantic accounts of partitioning is not trivial and will not be addressed here. At the same time, we note that our assumption on the connectivity of reciprocal interpretations is an integral part of our MIH-based proposal. Consider for instance the following unacceptable sentence.
(24) #Mary, Sue and Bill are married to each other.
Assuming a ban on polygamy, a person can only be married to one other person at a time. Thus, consider a situation where Bill is married to one of the two women in (24). Such a situation describes a maximal non-polygamous marriage relation among the three individuals. Therefore, without the connectivity principle, the MIH would expect sentence (24) to be true in this situation. This expectation is problematic, since sentence (24) is clearly unacceptable in this situation. With the addition of the connectivity principle, our analysis requires that all three individuals partake in the relation, and thus expects sentence (24) to be necessarily false. This accounts for the infelicity of (24) in monogamous contexts. Similarly, the connectivity principle rules out any acceptable interpretation of the following sentence.
(25) #Mary, Sue, Bill and John are married to each other.
The unacceptability judgement in (25) is similar to the one in (24). Here again, the MIH without the connectivity principle would expect an acceptable interpretation. Furthermore, also the SMH might incorrectly expect a similarly coherent reading, using the OWR meaning of the reciprocal. We conclude that DKKMP's postulation of the reciprocal meaning OWR, and the weaker IAO meaning, which allow partitioned interpretations, is not empirically supported.
Let us reconsider sentence (7), restated below.
(26) "The captain", said the pirates, staring at each other in surprise (= (7)).
Sentence (26) underspecifies the number of the pirates, and therefore readily allows partitioning effects. For instance, it is possible that with eight pirates, the stare at relation in (26) forms two circles of four pirates each. However, this kind of partitioning is no longer readily possible in the following sentence.
(27) Mary, Sue, Bill and John are staring at each other.
The preferable interpretation of sentence (27) requires connectivity. To see that, consider sentence (27) in a partitioned situation as in Figure 3 , where Mary and Sue are staring at each other, and so do Bill and John, but there is an opaque wall separating between the two pairs. In this situation the speakers we consulted hesitate to consider sentence (27) as true. As argued by Winter (2000) , conjunctions as in the subject of (27) do not easily license external partitioning. As a result, our connectivity principle about reciprocals expects the marked status of sentence (27) in Figure 3 .
MIH and the logical typology of relational concepts
In section 3 we introduced the MIH as an alternative principle to the SMH, which takes the logical properties of binary relations as its only parameter when specifying reciprocal interpretations. In this section we take a closer look on the logical typology of relational concepts and its implications for the interpretation of reciprocal expressions.
Strong reciprocity with unrestricted and symmetric relations
Reconsider sentence (4), which is reproduced in (28) below.
(28) The girls know each other (=(4)).
We noted that the interpretation of (28) is consistent with strong reciprocity. The same holds for the following sentences, with symmetric predicates.
(29) John, Bill and Tom are similar to each other.
(30) a. These three paintings are identical to each other. b. These three lines run parallel to one another.
These facts are expected by both the SMH and the MIH using natural assumptions on the relevant meaning postulates for the relational expressions in these sentences. Let us illustrate this point and elaborate on it.
As noted above, the predicate know in (28) shows no logical restrictions on its denotation. This lack of logical restrictions is described by assuming that the domain Θ know for this predicate is the whole domain ℘(E 2 ) of binary relations. The situation is similar with many other relational expressions, some of which are illustrated below.
(31) Relational expressions with Θ = ℘(E 2 ):
to know, to like, to admire, to see, to refer to, to mention, to hear, to hate, to forget, to praise, to understand, to listen to, to compliment We say that relational expressions as in (31) have an unrestricted interpretation, and denote it by the assumption Θ = ℘(E 2 ). Symmetry of relational expressions like be similar to in sentence (29) is standardly defined in (32) below using the domain SYM.
In words: SYM is the set of symmetric relations over E.
When saying that a relational expression REL is 'symmetric', we assume that the domain Θ REL for its interpretation is contained in SYM. Normally this containment is proper: most symmetric relational expressions that we considered have further restrictions on their denotations besides symmetry. For instance, consider the relational expression be far from. In addition to its symmetry, this expression is also irreflexive. Therefore the domain for its interpretation is a proper subset of SYM. Importantly for our purposes, however, further reflexivity or irreflexivity restrictions on the domains of relational expressions do not affect the SMH-based and the MIH-based analyses of reciprocals. Following the basic observation about the neutrality of reciprocal interpretations to identities (Definition 2), both the SMHbased and the MIH-based approaches properly ignore identities in denotations of relational expressions. Considering this point, we may consistently ignore identities when classifying the domains of relational expressions for the sake of studying reciprocity. Some of these predicates, like the predicate be far from, are irreflexive. Others, like be similar to, may be reflexive. Whether any symmetric relational expressions are 'purely symmetric' with no reflexivity or irreflexivity restriction, is a question that we ignore for the purposes of this paper.
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The symmetric reflexive expression be identical to in sentence (30a) is of course also transitive, as standardly defined below.
In words: TR is the set of transitive relations over E.
More examples for symmetric transitive relational expressions are summarized below. A property similar to Fact 2 also holds for the SMH. Since SR(A, R) is contingent for the three Θ domains in Fact 2, the SMH also expects SR to be the realized reciprocal meaning in sentences like (28)-(30). 22 We conclude that for the most common types of strong reciprocity, the MIH and the SMH agree with each other and with the facts. 
Functional relational expressions
A simple distinction between the SMH and the MIH is observed in the analysis of DKKMP's example (26), restated below.
(36) "The captain", said the pirates, staring at each other in surprise (=(26)).
The relational expression stare at is quite special among the natural language predicates that we have examined, in having the set of partial functions as its entire interpretation domain. As DKKMP mention, a person is likely to stare at only one object at a time. 24 The definition of this relational domain follows.
In words: FUN is the set of relations over E that describe a function on their first argument, possibly a partial one. Dalrymple et al. (1998, p.196) The MIH-based analysis does not face this problem. According to our analysis, any functional relation denoted by the expression stare at that is maximal on the set of pirates, is expected to lead to an acceptable interpretation of sentence (36). Such maximal interpretations agree with DKKMP's claim that sentence (36) is consistent with the OWR meaning, which requires an outgoing edge from each node. This is stated in the following fact.
Fact 3. Let FUN be the set of functional binary relations over E. The MIH-based reciprocal function RECIP MIH
FUN is consistent with the OWR meaning over E.
22 Unlike DKKMP, we assume here that the only 'contextual information' relevant for the SMH is the domain Θ of the relational expression. As claimed in sections 3.1 and 3.2, without this assumption it is hard to formally evaluate the SMH. 23 In one case the speaker judgements we got on reciprocity with symmetric predicates were mixed. This involves sentences like Mary, Sue and Jane are cousins of each other. Some speakers consider this sentence as possibly true if Mary and Sue, as well as Sue and Jane, are first cousins, but Mary and Jane are only second cousins. We believe that this possibility reflects strong reciprocity with some vagueness of the relation cousin. First, the sentence Mary, Sue and Jane are first cousins of each other is false in this situation, as far as we were able to check. Second, as we shall see in section 4.3, many other kinship terms clearly do not allow reciprocal interpretations that are weaker than SR.
24 The object that is stared at may be composed of smaller objects. As a result, one may also stare at a group of people. This brings up some of the issues discussed in section 3.3, but it is does not affect too much the relevant interpretation of sentence (36).
As we proposed in section 3.3, reciprocals require weak connectivity. This is also expected to be the case in sentences like (27) or (36) (=(26)). With the connectivity principle, the MIH (definition 5) expects the reciprocal interpretation with functional relations to be consistent with the reciprocal meaning OWR ∩ IAR. This meaning is stronger than both OWR and IAR, but weaker than the strong connectivity meaning IR that is expected by the SMH. DKKMP give another example for a functional relational expression, using the following example.
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(38) The children followed each other around the Maypole.
The relation follow around the Maypole is likely to be interpreted functionally, because it is hard to directly follow two or more people around a Maypole. 26 Similarly, follow around is likely to have the FUN −1 property: it is hard for two or more people to directly follow another person around the Maypole, unless they act as as a group (see footnote 26). Another transitive verb that behaves similarly to follow in this respect is the verb chase. The net result of the two requirements FUN and FUN −1 is that the MIH expects the relation in sentence (38) to describe a circular graph over the children, which is consistent with the IR reciprocal meaning. With external partitioning, sentence (38) can be true if the children were divided into some subgroups, where each subgroup forms a circle of children around the Maypole.
Asymmetry (1) -intransitive relational expressions
In section 3.3 we analyzed sentence (21), with the acyclic relational expression give measles. Logically, the class of acyclic relations is a proper subset of the larger class of asymmetric relations, as standardly defined below.
In words: ASYM is the set of asymmetric relations over E.
Many of the asymmetric relations in natural language are also transitive. By definition of asymmetry and transitivity, these relations are also acyclic. By contrast, due to its FUN −1
property, the acyclic relational meaning of the expression give measles is intransitive in the following sense.
In words: INTR is the set of intransitive relations over E.
All asymmetric relational expressions that we are aware of are either transitive or intransitive. Before moving on to the big class of transitive asymmetric relations in natural language, which will be discussed in section 4.4, let us first consider some more intransitive relations like give measles to, and their interactions with reciprocity. All intransitive asymmetric relational expressions known to us satisfy both acyclicity and the FUN or FUN −1 properties. 27 In (41) below we summarize the three classes of asymmetric intransitive relational expressions that we found. Note that by asymmetry, all these relations are irreflexive, hence their domain Θ is characterized without our habit of ignoring identities.
(41) Intransitive asymmetric relational expressions:
give measles to, bury, be mother of, give birth to, procreate
get measles from, be buried by, be born to
be stacked atop, follow into the treehouse, inherit the shop from, bequeath the shop to
Let us now consider the behavior of these relational expressions with reciprocals. Beck (2001) mentions the following reciprocal sentence, with the verb bury.
(42) The settlers have buried each other on this hillside for centuries.
Like the predicate give measles, the verb bury is acyclic and has the FUN −1 property, since a person is only likely to be buried once. Indeed, similarly to sentence (21), sentence (42) can be interpreted as true when the relation bury describes a collection of directed trees on the set of settlers, which is analyzed in (23) using the MIH and external partitioning.
The relational expressions get measles from/be given measles by and be buried by are the inverse relations of give measles to and bury. Therefore they are acyclic and functional. As a result, when they combine with a reciprocal expression, the MIH expects these relations to describe a directed graph with a unique 'sink' s: a node that has a unique directed path from any other root. This requirement is symmetric to the requirement of path from the root that with FUN −1 acyclic relations. Thus, MIH-based interpretations with acyclic functional relations are inverse relations of directed trees (arborescences, see footnote 12). Such interpretations are consistent with the following meaning, which is the correlate of the meaning ROOT in (17).
In words: R describes a graph on A with at least one sink s -a node that has a directed path from every other node.
Together with our assumptions on external partitioning (section 3.3), the MIH expects acyclic functional relations to lead to reciprocal interpretations describing collections of "arborescence inverses". This expectation agrees with speaker intuitions on reciprocal sentences with the relational expressions get measles from/be given measles by and be buried by.
Other acyclic relational concepts that have the FUN −1 property are the kinship relations be mother of, give birth to and procreate. The kinship relations be given birth by or be born to, which are inverses of give birth to, are therefore acyclic and functional. With most kinship relations of this kind, reciprocals are unacceptable, as in the following sentences.
(44) #These women are each other's mother(s).
#These women are mothers of one another. #These women gave birth to each other. #These women were born to one another.
Both the SMH and the MIH incorrectly expect sentences as in (44) to be acceptable. We have no general explanation to offer here for their unacceptability, but see section 4.4 for some more remarks on this problem and attempts to solve it within current theories of reciprocity. Consider next the predicates stacked atop and follow into the treehouse, as they appear in examples (45) and (46) by DKKMP.
(45) He and scores of other inmates slept on foot-wide wooden planks stacked atop each other (= (22)).
(46) The children followed each other into the treehouse.
Like give measles to, these two relational expressions are clearly acyclic. 28 These relations are also likely to be interpreted as having the FUN −1 property: it is hard to directly stack more than one wooden-plank atop another one or to have two or more people directly following another person into a treehouse (entrances of treehouses are normally too small for that). In addition, these relations are often interpreted as functional: it is hard to directly stack a wooden plank atop more than one other wooden plank, or to directly follow two or more people into a treehouse (cf. footnote 26). Because of their acyclicity, FUN and FUN −1 properties, the MIH expects the graphs in sentences (45) and (46) to describe simple directed paths. This interpretation is in agreement with speaker intuitions, and consistent with the IAR meaning of weak connectivity. In addition, speakers can also interpret the sentence as supported by a collection of such path graphs, which is consistent with our assumptions in section 3.3 on the partitioning mechanism with plurals. Consider for instance the following partitioned analysis of sentence (45). Θ (A, R) requires R to describe a directed path on each set A in the partition of the set S. This interpretation of the sentence is consistent with DKKMP's IAO meaning, similarly to our analysis (23) of sentence (21) above.
The following reciprocal sentence, with the asymmetric verb inherit from, is another example from Beck (2001) . (48) The members of this family have inherited the shop from each other for generations.
The relation inherit the shop from is acyclic. In addition it is likely to be interpreted as both FUN and FUN −1 , since a shop can only be inherited from one person, or one group of people, and the inherited shop can only go to one person or one group of people. Indeed, sentence (48), similarly to sentences (45) and (46), is interpreted as true when the inheritance relation forms a directed path on the family members or groups thereof. This is a relatively simple way in which reciprocals can apply with potentially collective predicates like inherit from. For more complex cases of collectivity and reciprocity, see section 5.2. 
Asymmetry (2) -transitive relational expressions
As we mentioned above, many of the asymmetric relations in natural language are also transitive. Thus, such predicates denote strict partial orderings (SPOs) . 30 Due to their transitivity, such asymmetric orders are acyclic. Some of the SPO relational concepts are clearly not total.
31 For instance, consider the asymmetric transitive relation be ancestor of, which obviously does not hold of many pairs of non-identical entities. Similarly, the prepositions in and inside and the verb contain (in its spatial sense) denote SPOs that are not total on their domains. Another important subclass of SPO relations are comparative expressions, most notably comparative adjectival constructions such as be taller than and verbs of comparison like outrate or exceed. These SPO relations are not total as well. 32 For instance, there may be many pairs of distinct entities x and y of the same height, so that neither x is taller than y nor y is taller than x hold. However, such comparative relational concepts are "almost total", because they do not distinguish entities that they render incomparable. For instance, if John is not taller than Mary and Mary is not taller than John, there can be no entity that is taller than John but not taller than Mary, and vice versa (van Rooij 2010). The domain of "almost total" relations is defined below. Beck (2001) also considers the unacceptability of the following sentences. (i) #These three settlers have buried each other on this hillside.
(ii) #These three members of the family have inherited the shop from each other. We do not have an account of the contrasts (42)-(i) and (48)-(ii), and we refer the reader to Beck (2001) and Mari (2006) for relevant discussion.
30 A relation R is antisymmetric iff R(x, y) and R(y, x) entail x = y. An antisymmetric, transitive and reflexive relation is a (non-strict) PO. If R is a (non-strict) PO then R − I is an SPO. Conversely, if R is an SPO and I ′ ⊆ I is a (non-empty) set of identity pairs, then R ∪ I ′ is a (non-strict) PO. As mentioned below, some of the SPO (hence asymmetric) relational expressions have non-strict (hence non-asymmetric) correlates.
31 A (non-strict) PO is total if for all x and y: R(x, y) or R(y, x) (or both) hold. An SPO R is total if for all x and y: R(x, y), R(y, x) or x = y. Thus, similarly to footnote 30, we can move back and forth between a total SPO and a total (non-strict) PO by subtracting/unioning the identity pairs. The notion of total relation should not be confused with the notion of "total functions" that we have used above to distinguish standard ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers from our use of "partial" quantifiers. 32 In certain usages of comparatives they may not even seem asymmetric, as in John outrates Mary (in swimming) 
and Mary outrates John (in running) or John is quicker than Mary (in swimming) and Mary is quicker than John (in running)
. For the sake of our discussion here, we ignore such qualified uses of comparatives, and tentatively assume their asymmetry. For more relevant examples see appendix A.
In words: ATOT is the set of relations over E that do not distinguish between elements that they leave incomparable.
The ATOT property follows from the natural assumption that dimensional adjectives like tall and their comparative forms are associated with a totally ordered set of degrees, in this case height degrees. We refer to SPOs that have the ATOT property as strict weak orderings (SWOs) . 33 In addition to comparative expressions, some spatial and temporal prepositions like be above, below, before and after also behave in many contexts as "almost total", similarly to comparatives. These examples involve SWO relations and are clearly unacceptable. However, it would be too hasty to conclude that all SPO and SWO predicates resist appearance in reciprocal 33 For an SPO R, a requirement equivalent to the ATOT property is the requirement that R be almost connected: ∀x, y[R(x, y) → ∀z(R(x, z) ∨ R(z, y))]. Still equivalently, an SPO R is an SWO if the relation ¬R(x, y) ∧ ¬R(y, x) is transitive. These equivalent definitions all boil down to assuming an order-preserving mapping from the set of entities to a totally ordered set. Thus, for any non-empty set E and function f ∶ E → D, we assume
Thus, by using a totally ordered set of degrees, we can define the domain of comparative relations over entities without appealing to the ATOT property or to SWOs. See Kennedy (1999) and references therein for degree-based works on the semantics of adjectives and their comparative forms. Degrees are only implicitly assumed in vagueness-based approaches to comparatives such as Klein (1980) . Here we remain neutral between these theoretical assumptions on adjectives, as the characterization of comparatives as SWOs is sufficient for our purposes. 34 In some contexts totality is relaxed with these four prepositions. For instance, a bird B that is flying alongside a plane P may fail to be either above or below P , but it may be questioned whether the altitudes of B and P are indistinguishable: some other bird B ′ may fly above or below B, but, just like B, fail to be in either the above or below relation to P . Still, in many contexts these prepositions treat the spatial or temporal location of objects as points (Zwarts & Winter 2000) , in which case they behave like comparatives.
sentences. Quote (54) from a book by Charles Darwin uses a reciprocal with the SPO relation descend from to describe an evolutional hypothesis. The text in (55) describes behaviors of stock exchanges using a reciprocal sentence with the SWO verb outperform, or perhaps the compound outperform as expected, which in the given context is reasonably an SPO.
(54) The simplest answer seemed to be that the inhabitants of the several islands had descended from each other, undergoing modification in the course of their descent. (55) To counter this theory, Greenblatt divided the stock universe (in his study) into deciles. He found that the deciles outperformed each other exactly as expected. In other words, the 4th ranked decile outperformed the 5th ranked decile, the 5th ranked decile outperformed the 6th ranked decile etc.
http://seekingalpha.com/article/167120-the-little-book-that-beats-the-market-chapters-1-7
(retrieved January 2011)
Appendix A shows more data retrieved from the internet concerning SPO and SWO predicates that appear in reciprocal sentences. The variation in acceptability between cases like (52)- (53) and cases like (54)- (55) does not exhaust the interpretational effects in reciprocal sentences containing asymmetric predicates. In many cases, reciprocals sanction a non-asymmetric interpretation of the predicate, overriding its usual asymmetric meaning. Consider for instance the following example. what a marvellous country we live in (or lack thereof) and how they are going to make Sri Lanka even better place to live in.
http://perambara.org/featured/2010/05/ putting-entrepreneurship-at-the-heart-of-economic-revival-in-the-north-east-and-beyond (retrieved January 2011)
In sentence (56), unlike sentence (55), the verb outperform is interpreted as non-asymmetric, and the reciprocal is interpreted as consistent with strong reciprocity, entailing that every politician outperforms every other politician. Let us summarize the three effects that we have seen when reciprocals appear with asymmetric predicates:
A. The sentence is interpreted using SR and the predicate retains its asymmetry, which leads to semantic/pragmatic infelicity: (44), (52), (53), footnote 29.
B. The sentence receives an interpretation weaker than SR, consistent with the asymmetry of the predicate: (21), (48), (42), (45), (46), (54), (55).
C. The sentence is interpreted using SR but the predicate's interpretation is weaker than its standard asymmetric meaning: (56).
These effects illustrate three different strategies that language uses to handle the conflict between strong reciprocity and asymmetric relational expressions: leaving the conflict unresolved (A), or weakening the interpretation of one of the expressions (B,C). Both the a.
b. c. d. SMH and the MIH are specifically designed to account for strategy B, in which SR is replaced by a weaker reciprocal interpretation. Cases of unresolved interpretational conflicts (A) or where the predicate "ironically" changes its normal meaning (C) are not treated here, and require further study. We refer the reader to Beck (2001) , Beck & von Stechow (2007) , Mari (2006) , Dotlačil & Nilsen (2008) for works that attempt to account for this variation. When SPO relational expressions are standardly interpreted with reciprocals, some differences appear between the expectations of the SMH and the MIH. Consider for instance the following example with the SPO verb contain.
(57) The four circles contain each other.
Sentence (57), when acceptable, most readily describes a linear containment situation as in Figure 4a , similarly to the situation described in example (55), with the SWO verb outperform. 35 Because of the transitivity of the contain relation, the graph described by the containment Figure 4a is a transitive closure of a path, as described in Figure 4b . By contrast, a situation as in Figure 4c , where the contain relation does not describe such a graph (cf. Figure 4d) , is hardly acceptable for sentence (57).
This difference between the acceptability of sentence (57) in Figures 4a and 4c is not accounted for by the SMH. The IAR meaning (weak connectivity) is the strongest reciprocal meaning in DKKMP's proposal that is consistent with SPO relations like contain, and this meaning leads to a true interpretation of (57) in both Figures 4a and 4c . By contrast, the MIH expects a difference between these two situations for sentence (57). This is because the graph in Figure 4b is a maximal situation for an SPO relation whereas the graph in Figure  4d is not. As a result, the MIH rules out the situation in Figure 4c for sentence (57), but accepts the situation in Figure 4a . A reciprocal meaning consistent with this interpretation of sentence (57) is the following meaning, which we call TPR, for transitive path reciprocity.
(58) Transitive Path Reciprocity:
In words: the graph that R describes on A contains a transitive closure of a directed path passing through all of its nodes.
The fact that we have observed above is formally summarized as follows. 35 For some reciprocal examples from the internet with the verb contain, see appendix A. or FUN, like the relations give measles to and get measles from, both the SMH and MIH expect a directed tree interpretation, consistent with IAR. For acyclic relations with both properties FUN −1 and FUN, like the relation be stacked atop, both the SMH and MIH expect a directed path interpretation, which for those predicates is consistent with IAR. For SWO relations like outperform, both the SMH and the MIH expect an interpretation that describes a transitive closure of a directed path, which for such SWO predicates is consistent with both IAR and TPR. See Table 1 for a summary of these facts.
Concluding remarks on asymmetry Asymmetric relational expressions introduce a remarkable challenge for theories of reciprocity. On the one hand, as we have seen, asymmetric relational concepts may be compatible with reciprocal expressions and lead to reciprocal interpretations weaker than SR. This fact is expected by both the SMH analysis and the MIH analysis, which only differ in their treatment of SPO asymmetric relations. However, with many of the asymmetric relational concepts, reciprocals are unacceptable, which is unexpected by either the SMH or the MIH. Below we summarize some of the factors that we believe affect this unacceptability.
1. Temporal/modal effects. Some examples, like (91) and (92) in Appendix A, require asymmetry in each given point in time, or in each given situation, but also strong reciprocity when considering the whole temporal/modal context as a whole. This interesting complex combination of strong reciprocity with temporality/modality and asymmetry has been extensively addressed by Alda Mari (Mari 2006 and further unpublished work) . However, at present we are not sure that the restrictions on such effects are fully specified. See some remarks in appendix A.5.
2. Pragmatic weakening. This is the possibility illustrated in (56), of "ironically" extending the domain of typically asymmetric relational concepts to also include nonasymmetric relations. The pragmatic principles underlying such atypical interpretations are currently ill-understood.
3. The SPO/SWO distinction. In some cases, such as (55) above, an SPO relation (outperformed as expected) seems more acceptable with reciprocals than a corresponding SWO (outperformed). One possible reason for this alternation may be that the combination of an SWO relation with a reciprocal should result, according to both the SMH and the MIH, in a statement that is "almost tautological". For instance, according to the SMH and the MIH, a sentence like Mary and John outperform each other can only be true if Mary's and John's performances are not of equal excellence. The simplicity of this claim may be a pragmatic reason for blocking its complex semantic derivation and preferring an SR reading of the reciprocal with a weakening of the semantic restrictions on the predicate.
Given these complexities, we believe that the behavior of asymmetric relational expressions with reciprocal requires more in-depth research, with more general formal hypotheses on the factors that affect their interpretation.
A note on total preorders
Many SWO comparative expressions have natural reflexive (hence not asymmetric) correlates. For instance, the equative comparative expression be at most as tall as denotes the complement of the SWO comparative be taller than, whereas the equative be at least as tall as denotes the complement of the SWO comparative be less tall than. These equative expressions (Rett 2011) denote reflexive transitive relations, or preorders. Furthermore they denote total preorders: for instance, for every two entities x, y that have any height, x is at least as tall as y or y is at least as tall as x (or both). In this paper we do not further discuss total preorder expressions because as far as we know, their behavior with reciprocals is as recalcitrant as that of their correlate comparative forms. For instance, we agree with Langendoen (1978) and DKKMP about the oddity of examples like they are at least as heavy as one another. As with other comparatives, accounting for this unacceptability is an open challenge for theories of reciprocals.
Maximal patient/agent cardinality
In section 4.2 we have seen a couple of relational concepts with the FUN and FUN −1 properties. These properties require that the maximal number of patients per agent (FUN) or agents per patient (FUN −1 ) be one. These requirements are generalized in the following relational domains, which we call maximal patient cardinality (MPC) and maximal agent cardinality (MAC).
In words: MPC n is the set of relations over E that map each agent to at most n patients.
In words: MAC n is the set of relations over E that map each patient to at most n agents.
For the set of relations FUN and FUN −1 we have: FUN = MPC 1 and FUN −1 = MAC 1 . Symmetric predicates that have one of the properties MPC n or MAC n , also have the other property (with the same n). In section 3.3 we considered the behavior of the symmetric FUN and FUN −1 predicate be married to in reciprocal sentences. Whenever the denotation of a noun phrase NP includes more than two entities, the MIH expects reciprocal sentences of the form NP are married to each other to be interpreted using graphs that are not connected. When adding the connectivity requirement (IAR) to the MIH, this explains the unacceptability of such sentences in cases that do not allow external partitioning (cf. section 3.3). A similar predicate is the relational expression look into the eyes of. Like the relation stare at, this relation is functional, and like the relation be married to, it is symmetric. Consequently, the expectations of the MIH is that the reciprocal sentences with the predicate look into the eyes behave similarly to sentences with the predicate be married. The expectation is borne out, as observed by comparing the following sentences to sentences (19a), (24) and (25) Sentence (61) is acceptable, but relies on an partition of the subject denotations into two couples. This is much harder in (63). In sentence (62), furthermore, no external partitioning can make the sentence true. These facts are expected by the MIH and our connectivity and partitioning principles of section 3.3.
A slightly more interesting class of symmetric predicates are relational expressions like sit alongside or hold/shake hands with. Because people have two sides and two hands, these symmetric expressions also have the MPC 2 and MAC 2 properties. Consider now the following reciprocal sentences. (8), is true when the pitchers are sitting in a circle, or when they are sitting in a line. Similarly, sentence (65) can be true when the pitchers' hands close a circle, but also when they only form a line. DKKMP's SMH allows both possibilities, since the IR meaning, which requires strong connectivity, is the strongest reading in DKKMP's proposal that is consistent with the SYM and MPC 2 (or MAC 2 ) properties of the predicates. This meaning allows both linear and circular configurations. By contrast, the MIH only expects circular configurations to support sentences like (64) and (65), consistent with the following reciprocal meaning.
In words: the graph that R describes on A contains a circle passing through all of its nodes.
This incorrect behavior of the MIH appears because the circular configuration, but not the linear configuration, is maximal relative to SYM and MPC 2 (or MAC 2 ). Thus, in this case the SMH describes the facts better than the MIH.
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Another class of relational expressions that put cardinality restrictions on patients or agents are asymmetric predicates like tie up or handcuff. A person tying up another person is normally not being tied up himself at the same time, nor can he be tying up another person simultaneously. Thus, each entity may be assumed to participate in the relation only once, as either agent or patient. Formally, this is the following requirement on a relation R.
This requirement, similarly to the predicates be married to or look into the eyes, does not allow reciprocal sentences with more than two agents to be interpreted without partitioning. This is expected by both the SMH and the MIH. What is not expected (by both principles) is the unacceptability of sentences like #the two policemen are handcuffing each other (cf. footnote 29). Table 1 summarizes the main classes of relational expressions that we have characterized, with the expectations of the MIH regarding their (connected) interpretations. For each relational expression, the domain of interpretation is specified by the '+' signs, marking sets of binary relations. The actual domain of the relational expression, ignoring identities, is the intersection of these sets. For instance, the domain Θ for the relational expression follow around the Maypole (cf. section 4.2) satisfies: (external) partitioning is required for coherence with more than two entities In this section we briefly discuss further challenges to the theory of reciprocity, especially in connection to its behavior as analyzed by the SMH and the MIH.
Summary
Θ ↓= (FUN ∩ FUN −1 )↓.
Kerem et al. -the Maximal Typicality Hypothesis
One challenge for both the SMH and the MIH comes from examples like the following.
(68) Mary, Sue and Jane are pinching each other (=(6)).
Sentence (68) can be interpreted as true if each girl is only pinching one other girl ( Figure  5b ). However, it is also physically possible for each of the three girls to be pinching each of the other two (Figure 5a ).
a. b. Because of this physical possibility, both the SMH and the MIH expect strong reciprocity in sentence (68) and similar ones involving verbs of physical contact like tickle, push, touch, paint etc. As sentence (68) illustrates, these expectations are clearly not borne out. To solve this problem for the SMH and MIH, Kerem et al. (2009) propose that interpretation domains of relational expressions should be replaced by typicality functions (see e.g. Smith 1988 , Kamp & Partee 1995 : functions from binary relations to real numbers in [0, 1). This captures the intuition that certain binary relations, e.g. ones in which people pinch two other people simultaneously, are not ruled out from the relational concept's domain Θ, but have low typicality relative to other relations in Θ. When a relation R is outside the domain Θ of a relational expression, we assume that R's typicality is zero. Using typicality functions, Kerem et al. generalize the MIH into the following principle, which they call the Maximal Typicality Hypothesis (MTH). 
In words: a relation R ⊆ E 2 of non-negative typicality tp(R) (i.e. R is in the domain for the relational concept described by tp) satisfies MTH-based reciprocity over a set A ⊆ E with respect to the typicality function tp, if R ↓ A has maximal typicality among the supersets of
For example, in sentence (68) let us assume that the binary relation R 0 = {⟨a, b⟩, ⟨b, c⟩, ⟨c, a⟩} attains maximal typicality for the relational expression pinch over the set {a, b, c}. Formally:
Assumption (69) is plausible, because a non-identity pair can only be added to R 0 by requiring one of the elements in {a, b, c} to stand in the pinching relation to both other elements. Given this assumption, the MTH correctly describes the truth of sentence (68) in Figure 5b . Also (68)'s truth in Figure 5a is explained by the MTH. Although a complete graph is not of globally maximal typicality, the MTH, in conformity with the R-monotonicity of reciprocals (cf. definition 2), only requires local "upward monotone" maximality of a relation R: maximal typicality with respect to all other relations that contain R in the relevant domain. This is trivially the case in such a complete graph as in Figure 5a , since there is no way to add a non-identity pair to it. Kerem et al. experimentally study typicality effects of relational concepts, as well as their correlations with reciprocal interpretation, showing initial support for the MTH.
Reciprocals with quantificational noun phrases and collective predicates
So far we have only considered reciprocal sentences with simple plural noun phrases like the girls or Mary, Sue and Jane. One of the complicating factors in treating reciprocals is their appearance with quantificational noun phrases. Consider for instance the following examples by DKKMP. In order to be able to consider the interpretation of such sentences using the SMH, Dalrymple et al. propose an operator that combines reciprocal expressions with quantificational expressions. DKKMP call this operator Bounded composition (BC). The BC operator takes four arguments -a determiner, a reciprocal meaning, a one-place relation and a two-place relation -and derives a truth-value. For instance, using the BC operator, sentence (70) is analyzed as follows.
In this analysis, the denotation at most 5 of the determiner at most five in (70) is the standard relation between subsets of E, satisfying for all B, C ⊆ E: B ∩ C ≤ 5. The set A ⊆ E and the binary relation R ⊆ E 2 are the denotations of the noun people and verb hit in (70), respectively. The reciprocal meaning RECIP SMH is selected by the SMH. We will not repeat here the definition of the BC operator, which is rather involved, or study its interaction with the SMH, which is also quite complex. A detailed empirical evaluation of DKKMP's claims and various alternative proposals in this area (Ben-Avi & Winter 2003 , Szymanik 2010 goes beyond the scope of this paper. Two general remarks are in place, however. First, the question of quantificational NPs and reciprocity is inseparable from the more general question of collective quantification (Scha 1981 , van der Does 1992 , 1993 , van den Berg 1996 , Winter 2001a N(at most 5)(P )(G) = 1 ⇔ P ∩ ∪(G ∩ ℘(P )) ≤ 5 ⇔ ∪ (G ∩ ℘(P )) ≤ 5.
In words: the collection of all sets of people who gathered is composed of not more than five entities.
This strategy of dealing quantification with collective predicates leads to intuitive results in cases like sentence (77). For the sentence at most five people hit each other (=(70)), we assume that the denotation of the verb phrase hit each other is RECIP H = {A ⊆ E ∶ RECIP(A, H) = 1}, where RECIP is a reciprocal function and H ⊆ E 2 is a binary relation over entities. Using a similar analysis to the analysis of sentence (77) above, we obtain the following analysis of sentence (70) .
N(at most 5)(P )(RECIP
In words: the collection of all sets of people who hit each other is composed of not more than five entities. As said above, for our purposes here we ignore the processes (e.g. the SMH or the MIH) that determine the reciprocal interpretation RECIP in quantificational reciprocal sentences like (70)-(75). However, it is important to note that there is a clear connection between this problem and the problem of reciprocity with collective transitive predicates, also with non-quantificational subjects. Consider for instance the following examples. (84) John, Bill, Tom, Jane and Mary had relations with each other (=(11)).
(85) These four people fought each other.
(86) The bricks are laid on top of each other.
(87) Mutual assistance on hard rocks takes all manner of forms: two, or even three, people climbing on one another's shoulders, or using an ice axe propped up by others for a foothold. In all those cases, the reciprocal expression combines with a binary relation that should be analyzed as holding between collections, rather than simple entities (cf. Sternefeld 1997) . For instance, in (81), each of the forks is propped against the other two as a whole pair, not simply against each of the other forks. A definition of the meaning of reciprocals as a function that applies to such collective relations, can be based on an extension of the treatment of quantificational NPs as in (70)- (75) and (77)- (79). To see that, let us revise some notation. For a set of entities A ⊆ E, a collection of sets of entities B ⊆ ℘(E), and a binary relation over such collections R ⊆ ℘(E) 2 , we denote:
-R restricted to A * B = ∪B = {x ∈ E ∶ ∃A ∈ B[x ∈ A]} -union of the sets in B * R = {⟨x, y⟩ ∈ E 2 ∶ ∃⟨A, B⟩ ∈ R[x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B]} -"union" for binary relations Note that restricting collective one-place predicates (B A ) and two-place predicates (R A ) is perfectly consistent with the conservativity of distributive quantification (Winter 2001a) . Using this notation, the neutrality operator N in (80) can be rewritten as follows:
And along similar lines, when RECIP is a reciprocal interpretation defined for relations over entities, we define RECIP N as the corresponding reciprocal interpretation for relations over sets of entities: RECIP N (A, R) = 1 ⇔ RECIP(A, * (R A )) = 1.
For instance, in sentence (81) assume that the forks are the set of entities F ⊆ E and that the relational expression propped against denotes a binary relation P ⊆ ℘(E) 2 between sets of entities. Supposing RECIP = SR, we get the following analysis of sentence (81):
In words: every two different forks in F belong to two sets of forks that are propped against each other. This is an intuitively correct analysis of sentence (81).
There is obviously much further study that is needed on the interactions of reciprocity (and the SMH or MIH) with collectivity (81)-(87) and quantification (70)-(75). At the same time, as the analysis sketched above implies, we believe that the two kinds of interactions involve one and the same problem: the interaction of distributive quantifiers -NP quantifiers and reciprocals alike -with collective predicates.
Conclusions
We started out this paper by reviewing Dalrymple et al's account of reciprocals using the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis, which was proposed as a general theory of reciprocal meanings and their selection by contextual factors. Despite the attractiveness of Dalrymple et al's approach, we have given reasons to doubt its generality. First, we doubt that a theory that relies on total ⟨1, 2⟩ quantifiers might be able to enumerate in a principled manner all a priori possible meanings of reciprocals. As we saw, in many cases different reciprocal meanings lead to the same sentential interpretation. This fact, together with the heterogeneous effects on the interpretation of reciprocal sentences, make it hard to use purely logical considerations for proposing an "optimal" set of hypothesized reciprocal meanings regulated by general formal pragmatic principles. Second, we have shown that an informal notion of "context", as used by the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis, does not only reduce the clarity of the theory, it also leads to some unintuitive complications. Instead of these two ingredients of Dalrymple's et al's analysis, we proposed a new principle, the Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis, which generates an interpretation of a reciprocal expression based on meaning postulates about the interpretation domain of relational expressions. In this way, in our proposal the general notion of reciprocal meaning loses its theoretical centrality, and a more sentence-specific notion of reciprocal interpretation takes its place. Our study of contextual effects on reciprocal interpretation focused on those effects that come from the relational concept. We believe that this theoretical change of focus has more to offer than some improvements in empirical coverage or formal rigor. The interplay that it attempts to capture between logical operations, conceptual knowledge and the contextual factors on both of them, is central to semantic theory. We believe that by focusing on the first two elements, the Maximal Interpretation Hypothesis may improve our understanding of the relations between logic and concepts in natural language semantics, and help in developing a more adequate understanding of contextual effects on logical interpretation.
(122) Basically I would like to have two charts below each other like you can see it on any stock chart including an indicator on various websites.
http://www.excelbanter.com/showthread.php?t=37015
A.5 Remark on stage-level comparatives
Alda Mari (Mari 2006 and further unpublished work) has suggested that many asymmetric relational require strong reciprocity when all times or situations are taken into account, but tolerate times or situations without strong reciprocity. This claim seems to be supported by some of the examples above. For instance, in sentence (91) above, US markets outperform international markets in some time periods, and international markets outperform US markets in other time periods. This is described by the writer using the sentence US and international markets outperformed each other during certain time periods. By contrast, also on the internet it is hard to find cases where a speaker refers to one situation where one entity outperforms another as a "reciprocal situation". This kind of observations may help to explain why individual-level 39 SPO/SWO relations like mother of each other are ruled out with reciprocals -it is probably hard to think of changes over times or worlds with such predicates. However, also with classic stage-level comparatives like fuller/emptier/sicker than and others, reciprocity does not seem to be licensed, unlike the relations outnumber, outperform, outrank etc. which were shown above in stage-level usages. This fact may indicate that in addition to the factors considered by Mari, there might be additional factors that block comparative forms of adjectives from appearing with reciprocals.
